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Patients with schizophrenia have well-established deficits in their ability to identify emotion from facial
expression and tone of voice. In the visual modality, there is strong evidence that basic processing deficits
contribute to impaired facial affect recognition in schizophrenia. However, few studies have examined the
auditory modality for mechanisms underlying affective prosody identification. In this study, we explored
links between different stages of auditory processing, using event-related potentials (ERPs), and affective
prosody detection in schizophrenia. Thirty-six schizophrenia patients and 18 healthy control subjects
received tasks of affective prosody, facial emotion identification, and tone matching, as well as two auditory
oddball paradigms, one passive for mismatch negativity (MMN) and one active for P300. Patients had signif-
icantly reduced MMN and P300 amplitudes, impaired auditory and visual emotion recognition, and poorer
tone matching performance, relative to healthy controls. Correlations between ERP and behavioral measures
within the patient group revealed significant associations between affective prosody recognition and both
MMN and P300 amplitudes. These relationships were modality specific, as MMN and P300 did not correlate
with facial emotion recognition. The two ERP waves accounted for 49% of the variance in affective prosody in
a regression analysis. Our results support previous suggestions of a relationship between basic auditory
processing abnormalities and affective prosody dysfunction in schizophrenia, and indicate that both relatively
automatic pre-attentive processes (MMN) and later attention-dependent processes (P300) are involved with
accurate auditory emotion identification. These findings provide support for bottom-up (e.g., perceptually
based) cognitive remediation approaches.

Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Emotion perception represents a fundamental aspect of social
cognition. Disturbances in this basic, low-level, ability lead to deficits
in other, high-level areas of social cognition (e.g., mental state attribu-
tion). Deficits in perception of emotional cues are well-documented in
schizophrenia (Hoekert et al., 2007; Kohler et al., 2010) and lead to
downstream impairments in social functioning (Meyer and Kurtz,
2009; Pan et al., 2009; Fiszdon and Johannesen, 2010). In the schizo-
phrenia literature, most studies on emotion perception have used
visual stimuli, i.e., still photographs of emotional faces. Much less is
known about the mechanisms underlying emotion recognition defi-
cits within the auditory modality.

Emotional prosody or the ability to decode emotions based on the
intonation, stress, and rhythm patterns of vocal utterances is critical
for normal social interaction and reciprocity (Juslin and Laukka,
Education, and Clinical Center
, Bldg. 210, Room 117, 11301
478 3711x42953; fax: +1 310

an).

.V.
2003). Impairments in emotional prosodic processing have been
widely reported in schizophrenia (e.g., Shaw et al., 1999; Edwards
et al., 2001; Kucharska-Pietura et al., 2005; Bozikas et al., 2006).
Whereas substantial evidence suggests that early-stage visual pro-
cessing contributes to facial affect recognition in schizophrenia
(Butler et al., 2009; Norton et al., 2009), little is known about how
early auditory processing contributes to affective prosody. It remains
unclear whether affective prosody dysfunction in schizophrenia is due
to impairment in early auditory sensory processing or later
attention-dependent processes. Specialized electroencephalography
(EEG)measures within the auditory domain provide a way to conduct
a detailed examination of different stages of processing and their rela-
tionship to affective prosody.

Schizophrenia patients have deficits in basic auditory perception,
such as in pitch processing and tone matching (e.g., Holcomb et al.,
1995; Matsumoto et al., 2006). A few reports that examined the rela-
tionship between basic auditory processing and prosodic ability in
schizophrenia found that deficits in pitch perception affect patients'
ability to infer other people's emotions from voice tone (Leitman et
al., 2005, 2010a, 2011a; Kantrowitz et al., 2011). Further, Gold et al.
(2012) demonstrated that schizophrenia patients are impaired in their
ability to identify pitch-based, but not intensity-based, features of emo-
tional stimuli and that these deficits correlate with impaired tone
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical characteristics.

Patients (N=36)
Mean (SD)

Controls (N=18)
Mean (SD)

Age 47.7 (10.0) 45.8 (7.9)
Gender (% male) 69.4% 77.8%
Personal education⁎⁎ 12.6 (1.8) 15.4 (1.2)
Parental education⁎ 12.0 (4.2) 14.8 (3.0)
Race (% white) 52.8% 72.2%
Duration of illness 24.3 (11.5) –

SANS affective flattening 1.64 (1.50) –

SANS alogia 0.50 (0.88) –

SANS avolition 2.61 (0.99) –

SANS anhedonia 2.56 (1.12) –

SANS total score 20.07 (10.54) –

SAPS hallucinations 1.10 (1.58) –

SAPS delusions 1.72 (1.63) –

SAPS bizarre behavior 0.52 (0.77) –

SAPS thought disorder 1.13 (1.41) –

SAPS total score 9.22 (10.49) –

SLOF interpersonal relationships 3.71 (0.91) 4.18 (0.60)
SLOF socially acceptable behaviors 4.56 (0.36) 4.70 (0.26)
SLOF independent living skills 4.22 (1.01) 4.94 (0.12)
SLOF work skills 3.96 (0.62) 4.77 (0.36)
SLOF total score 16.33 (2.20) 18.59 (0.91)

SANS=Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms; SAPS=Scale for the Assessment
of Positive Symptoms; SLOF=Specific Levels of Functioning Scale; A higher score on the
SLOF indicates better functioning.
⁎ pb0.05.

⁎⁎ pb0.001.
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matching performance. Recent studies have included neuroscientific
methods to address this question. Pinheiro et al. (2012) showed that
dysfunctional affective prosody detection in schizophrenia is associated
with deficits in very basic level of sensory processing, as indexed by
event-related potential (ERP) N100 and P200 amplitudes. Also, fMRI
activation during prosodic processing was correlated with a behavioral
measure of pitch perception in schizophrenia patients (Leitman et al.,
2011b).

The aim of this project was to examine emotion perception in
schizophrenia in the auditory domain and its relationships to early
(MMN) and late (P300) auditory processing indices. Our primary
objective was to examine the strength of the association between
each auditory processing stage and affective prosody recognition.
Our secondary objective was to assess whether the relationship of
auditory to prosodic processing is modality specific by including a
facial emotion identification task. We hypothesized that both MMN
and P300 will be strongly correlated with auditory, but not with
visual, emotion recognition.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Thirty six patients with schizophrenia and 18 healthy comparison
subjects participated in the study. All participants were between the
ages of 24 and 65, had an IQ over 70, and were sufficiently fluent in
English to understand the procedures. Subjects were excluded if
they had substance dependence in the last 6 months, substance
abuse in the last month, positive drug toxicology screen, electrocon-
vulsive therapy in the last 6 months, hearing or vision deficits, neuro-
logical illness (e.g., seizures, stroke), or significant head injury with
loss of consciousness for greater than 15 min.

Patients with schizophrenia were recruited from outpatient treat-
ment clinics at the Veterans Affairs Greater Los Angeles Healthcare
System (VAGLAHS) and fromboard-and-care residences in the commu-
nity. Diagnosis was based on the Structured Clinical Interview for
DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID-I; First et al., 1997). Patients were con-
sidered to be clinically stable, defined as no psychiatric medication
changes in the past six weeks, no inpatient hospitalization in the past
three months, and no changes in housing in the past two months. All
patients were taking antipsychotic medication at the time of testing;
33 were receiving second-generation medications, 1 was taking a
first-generation medication, 1 was taking both a first and second-
generation medication, and 1 was missing medication information.

Healthy controls were recruited through newspaper and internet
advertisements and were screened with the SCID-I and SCID-II (First
et al., 1996). They were excluded if they met criteria for current or
past psychotic disorder, current Axis I mood disorder, cluster A
personality disorder, or if they reported a history of psychosis in a
first-degree relative. All participants had the capacity to give
informed consent and provided written informed consent after all
procedures were explained in accordance with procedures approved
by the Institutional Review Boards at the University of California,
Los Angeles and VAGLAHS.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Clinical and social functioning ratings
Psychiatric symptomswere rated using the Scale for the Assessment

of Negative Symptoms (SANS; Andreasen, 1984a) and the Scale for the
Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS; Andreasen, 1984b). The
30-item, self-report version of the Specific Levels of Functioning Scale
(SLOF; Schneider and Struening, 1983) was used to assess real-world
functional performance. We report the domain and total scores for the
SANS, SAPS, and SLOF in Table 1.
2.2.2. MMN paradigm
MMN was measured using a passive attention auditory oddball

paradigm. Subjects were presented with binaural tones (1 kHz
85 dB sound pressure level, with 10 ms rise/fall) with a fixed stimu-
lus onset asynchrony of 500 ms, using E-Prime 2.0. Standard (90%
probability; 50 ms duration) and duration-deviant (10% probability;
100 ms duration) tones were presented in a fixed, pseudorandom
order (so that at least 4 standard tones were presented between
deviant tones) using foam insert earphones. Two-thousand total trials
were administered. During the 20-minute EEG recording, subjects
were instructed to watch a silent movie to divert attention from the
stimuli.

2.2.3. P300 paradigm
Following the MMN, P300 was measured using an active attention

auditory oddball paradigm. Subjects were presented with standard
(88% probability; 1 kHz frequency; 100 ms duration) and target
(12% probability; 1.5 kHz frequency; 100 ms duration) tones with a
variable SOA of 1, 2, or 3 s. They were instructed to pay attention to
the stimulus stream and press a button every time they heard the
high-pitched tone (infrequent target stimulus) while disregarding
the low-pitched tone (standard stimulus). There were a total of 600
trials.

2.2.4. EEG recording and analysis
EEG recordings were acquired with a 64-channel BioSemi ActiveTwo

amplifier (Biosemi B. V., Amsterdam, Netherlands). Additional electrodes
were placed above and below the left eye and at the outer canthi of both
eyes to monitor blinks and eye movements. Each active electrode was
measured onlinewith respect to a commonmode sense electrode during
data collection, forming a monopolar channel. Data were sampled at
1024 Hz at DC to 100 Hz. An additional electrode was placed at the
nose tip. For MMN, data were re-referenced offline to this electrode. For
P300, data were re-referenced offline to the averaged mastoid reference.

Data processing was performed using BrainVision Analyzer 2
(Brain Products, Gilching, Germany). Based on visual inspection, bad
electrodes were removed from the recording and a spherical spline
interpolation was used to recreate the electrode (Perrin et al., 1989;
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Fig. 1. Grand average MMN waveforms at electrode Fz for healthy controls (in black)
and schizophrenia patients (in red).
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Picton et al., 2000). Eyeblinks were removed from the data using a
regression-based algorithm (Gratton et al., 1983).

For MMN, data were epoched at −100 to 500 ms relative to
stimulus onset and were baseline corrected to the average of the
prestimulus interval. Epochs were high-pass filtered at 1 Hz and
low-pass filtered at 20 Hz (zero phase shift, 24 dB/octave rolloff) to
remove any residual high-frequency artifact. Epochs that contained
activity exceeding ±75 μV at frontocentral electrode sites where
MMN is commonly seen (AF3, AF4, AF7, AF8, AFz, Cz, F1, F2, F3, F4,
F5, F6, F7, F8, FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, FC5, FC6, FCz, Fp1, Fp2, Fpz, Fz)
were automatically rejected. At least 88% of the trials were accepted
for all subjects. MMNwaveforms were generated by subtracting stan-
dard from deviant averaged waveforms. MMN amplitude was mea-
sured as the mean voltage in the 150–240 ms latency range.

For P300, continuous data were epoched at −100 to 1000 ms
relative to stimulus onset and were baseline corrected to the average
of the prestimulus interval. Epochs were high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz
and low-pass filtered at 20 Hz (zero phase shift, 24 dB/octave rolloff).
Epochs that contained activity exceeding ±75 μV at electrode sites
P1, P3, Pz, P2, and P4 were automatically rejected. At least 95% of
the trials were accepted for all subjects. P300 was identified as the
largest positive value between 290 and 450 ms at electrode Pz in
the target condition.

2.2.5. Tone matching
Pitch perception was measured using a tone matching task (Strous

et al., 1995) in which participants were asked to discriminate pitch
differences between pairs of tones. Two 100 ms tones, separated by
a 500 ms intertone interval, were played in each trial. Participants
responded by pressing 1 of the 2 keys to indicate whether the 2
tones were of the same or different pitches. Pairs of tones could
range from identical pitch to 50% of an octave apart. There were a
total of 94 trials presented in randomized order. Half of the trials
(n=47) were identical. There were 7 trials each for differentials of
50%, 20%, 10%, 5%, and 2.5%, and 6 trials each for differentials of 1.5%
and 1%.

2.2.6. Auditory emotion recognition
Recognition of affective prosody was measured using a task (Juslin

and Laukka, 2001) in which participants identified emotion for
spoken sentences. Stimuli consisted of audio recordings of 4 actors
saying semantically neutral sentences with different voice tones.
The sentences were either statements or questions (e.g., “It is eleven
o'clock”, “Is it eleven o'clock?”) and conveyed in 5 emotions (fear,
anger, happiness, sadness, disgust) or no emotion. The task consisted
of 88 trials: 16 trials per emotion as well as 8 neutral trials. After each
trial, a list of 6 possible choices was presented and the participant
selected one emotion.

2.2.7. Visual emotion recognition
Participants identified facial expressions in photographs from the

standardized stimulus set developed by Ekman (2004). The test
included photos of 8 different posers displaying facial expressions of
6 emotions (fear, anger, happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise) plus
neutral expressions. There were a total of 56 trials, 8 per facial expres-
sion. On each trial, a photo and a list of the 7 possible expressionswere
simultaneously presented on the screen. The photo was displayed
until the participant made a key press or for a maximum of 5 s.

2.3. Statistical analyses

Independent samples t-tests and chi-square tests were used to
assess group differences for continuous and categorical demographic
variables, respectively. Electrodes were averaged together to examine
MMN at midline sites (Fpz, AFz, Fz, FCz, Cz), and P300 at parietal sites
(P1, P3, Pz, P2, P4). One-sample t-tests were conducted for each ERP
component, separately for each group, to determine if activity was
significantly different from zero. Independent samples t-tests were
conducted to investigate group differences in MMN and P300 (at
the averaged electrode sites), tone matching, and social functioning.
Two separate repeated measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA)
with emotion as the within-subject factor and group as the between-
subject factor were conducted to assess group differences in affective
prosody and facial emotion recognition. Relationships between the
ERP and behavioral measures were investigated using Pearson correla-
tions within the patient group. Lastly, we conducted a multiple regres-
sion analysis with MMN and P300 as predictors of affective prosody to
examine the unique contributions of these indices to auditory emotion
recognition.
3. Results

3.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics

Demographic, symptom, and social functioning ratings can be seen
in Table 1. There were no significant group differences in age or gen-
der distribution. However, patients had significantly lower personal
(t [52]=5.94, pb0.001) and parental (t [48]=2.50, p=0.02) education
than controls. Because parental education can be a reflection of
socio-economic status, we examined its possible relationship to the
main variables of interest. Therewere no significant associations between
parental education or illness duration and MMN, P300, or affective
prosody within the patient group. Patients were relatively chronic and
exhibited mild to moderate levels of symptomatology.
3.2. Group differences in ERP measures

One-sample t-tests for MMN and P300 were significant (p'sb0.001)
for both groups. Patients had reducedMMNamplitude relative to healthy
controls for the averaged midline sites, −0.93 (0.69) and −1.39 (0.78)
μV, respectively (t [51]=−2.19, p=0.03). Fig. 1 shows a grand average
MMN waveform at Fz for each group. Patients' P300 amplitude was
reduced relative to controls at the averaged parietal sites, 6.19 (4.16)
and 9.02 (5.81)μV, respectively (t [52]=2.06, p=0.04). Fig. 2 shows a
grand average P300 waveform for the standard and target conditions at
Pz for each group. Topographical maps of MMN and P300 are shown in
Fig. 3 for patients and controls separately.MMNwas largest at frontocentral
electrodes with the expected polarity inversion at temporo-parietal
electrodes. P300 was maximal at parietal electrodes.
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Fig. 2. Grand average P300waveforms for the standard and target conditions at electrode
Pz for healthy controls (top panel) and schizophrenia patients (bottom panel).

Table 2
Tone matching performance.

Pitch differentials Patients (N=31)
Mean (SD)

Controls (N=14)
Mean (SD)

1%⁎⁎ 0.77 (1.02) 2.36 (1.69)
1.5% 1.32 (1.33) 2.07 (2.16)
2.5%⁎ 1.87 (1.67) 3.50 (2.41)
5% 4.00 (2.50) 4.79 (2.45)
10% 5.77 (1.61) 5.71 (1.59)
20% 6.42 (0.89) 6.57 (0.85)
50% 6.65 (1.02) 6.86 (0.36)
0% 44.48 (3.91) 46.07 (1.49)
Total score⁎ 71.29 (7.50) 77.93 (8.82)

Highest possible score is 6 for the 1% and 1.5% differentials, 7 for the 2.5% to 50%
differentials, 47 for the 0% differential, and 94 for the total score.
⁎ pb0.05.

⁎⁎ pb0.001.
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3.3. Group differences in behavioral measures

Table 2 displays the participants' performance on the tone
matching task. Both groups' overall performance was significantly
different from chance performance (p'sb0.001) based on the binomial
distribution. The total accuracy score for patients was significantly
lower than controls (t [43]=2.60, p=0.01). Patients were significant-
ly less accurate than controls in discriminating between pairs of tones
that differed by 1% (t [43]=3.89, pb0.001) and 2.5% (t [43]=2.63,
150 – 240 ms

290 – 450 ms

Controls Patients

MMN Paradigm

P300 Paradigm

Fig. 3. Topographical maps of MMN and P300 for healthy controls (left panel) and
schizophrenia patients (right panel).
p=0.01) in pitch, but did not differ significantly at the other pitch
differentials.

The rmANOVA for the affective prosody task revealed significant
main effects of group (F [1, 46]=14.91, pb0.001) and emotion (F [5,
230]=7.57, pb0.001) but no significant emotion×group interaction.
Patients were significantly less accurate than controls in identifying
the correct emotion from voice tone. The main effect of emotion was
due to better accuracy across groups for neutral, anger, and sadness,
and poorer for disgust (see Table 3).

The rmANOVA for the facial emotion identification task revealed
significant main effects of group (F [1, 50]=9.73, p=0.003) and emo-
tion (F [6, 300]=18.32, pb0.001) but no significant emotion×group
interaction. Patients were significantly less accurate than controls in
identifying the correct emotion from facial expression. Themain effect
of emotion was due to better accuracy across groups for happiness,
surprise, and neutral, and poorer for fear.
3.4. Correlations with ERPs within the patient group

For this analysis, MMN and P300 (at the averaged electrodes), the
total scores on the tone matching, affective prosody, and facial emo-
tion tasks, as well as the total SANS, SAPS, and SLOF scores were in-
cluded. There were significant correlations between the affective
prosody task and both MMN (r=−0.46; p=0.007) and P300 (r=
0.51; p=0.002) but no significant correlations between the facial
emotion task and either ERP measure. We found no significant associ-
ations between the emotion perception measures and SANS, SAPS, or
SLOF. The tone matching task was not correlated with any of the
Table 3
Emotion recognition performance.

Affective Prosody Task Facial Emotion Identification
Task

Patients
(N=34)
Mean (SD)

Controls
(N=14)
Mean (SD)

Patients
(N=34)
Mean (SD)

Controls
(N=18)
Mean (SD)

Fear 4.09 (2.70) 5.79 (1.67) 3.35 (2.33) 5.56 (2.48)
Anger 5.85 (2.06) 7.43 (2.34) 5.53 (2.09) 6.56 (1.65)
Happiness 4.62 (2.86) 5.36 (2.47) 7.47 (1.50) 7.78 (0.65)
Sadness 5.62 (2.76) 7.21 (2.83) 5.59 (2.02) 6.28 (2.14)
Disgust 3.79 (2.25) 4.43 (2.10) 5.88 (2.38) 7.11 (1.32)
Surprise – – 6.76 (1.86) 7.33 (0.77)
Neutral 5.24 (2.17) 7.21 (0.97) 6.71 (1.49) 7.28 (0.96)
Total Score 29.21 (6.94) 37.43 (6.06)⁎⁎ 41.29 (8.01) 47.89 (5.50)⁎

Affective Prosody Task: Highest possible score is 16 for each emotion (8 for neutral)
and 88 for the total score. Facial Emotion Identification Task: Highest possible score
is 8 for each emotion and 56 for the total score.
⁎ pb0.05.

⁎⁎ pb0.001.



Table 4
Correlations between ERP and behavioral measures in schizophrenia patients.

MMN P300 TMT APT FEIT SLOF SANS SAPS

MMN –

P300 −0.06 –

TMT −0.08 0.20 –

APT −0.46⁎⁎ 0.51⁎⁎ 0.26 –

FEIT −0.23 0.17 0.07 0.44⁎⁎ –

SLOF −0.05 −0.01 0.37 −0.04 0.11 –

SANS 0.09 −0.07 0.07 −0.32 −0.07 −0.14 –

SAPS 0.28 0.07 −0.12 0.07 −0.16 −0.31 0.06 –

MMN=Mismatch Negativity; TMT=Tone Matching Task; APT=Affective Prosody
Task; FEIT=Facial Emotion Identification Task; SLOF=Specific Levels of Functioning
Scale; SANS=Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms; SAPS=Scale for the
Assessment of Positive Symptoms.
⁎⁎ pb0.01; two-tailed.
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measures, and MMN/P300 were not correlated with the SANS, SAPS,
or SLOF (Table 4).

A linear regression with MMN and P300 entered simultaneously
as independent variables and the affective prosody task total score
as the dependent variable revealed significant regression coefficients
for both factors (MMN: β=−0.45; p=0.002; P300: β=0.52;
pb0.001). The two-predictor model accounted for 49% of the variance
in affective prosody, (F [2, 30]=14.18, pb0.001).

4. Discussion

We explored links between different stages of auditory process-
ing, indexed by MMN and P300, and affective prosody detection in
patients with schizophrenia. Relative to controls, patients had signif-
icantly reduced MMN and P300 amplitudes, showed impaired recog-
nition of emotions whether conveyed by facial expressions or speech,
and performed poorly on the tone matching task. MMN and P300
significantly correlated with affective prosody within the patient
group. As hypothesized, these relationships were modality specific:
MMN and P300 did not correlate with visual emotion recognition.
Regression analysis revealed that MMN and P300 accounted for 49%
of the variance in the affective prosody task. Our results support pre-
vious suggestions of an association between basic auditory processing
abnormalities and affective prosody dysfunction in schizophrenia
(Leitman et al., 2010a, 2010b; Pinheiro et al., 2012). By examining
the time course of auditory processing with a high level of precision,
we demonstrated that both early (MMN) and late (P300) stages of au-
ditory processing contributed roughly equally to affective prosody de-
tection in patients with schizophrenia.

We are not aware of any other published studies that examined
early and late auditory neural correlates of dysfunctional affective
prosody in schizophrenia. Our general conclusions of the importance
of early auditory processing for prosody detection in schizophrenia
are consistent with the conclusions from Javitt et al. (2000) and
Leitman et al. (2010a). In contrast to these studies, we failed to detect
an association between tone matching and both affective prosody and
MMN, perhaps due to some differences in methods. Unlike several
previous studies that used pitch deviance as the basis of the MMN
(e.g., Javitt et al., 2000; Salisbury et al., 2002; Leitman et al., 2011a),
we used a duration-deviant version. We selected this type of MMN
because it may be a more sensitive index of auditory system dysfunc-
tion in schizophrenia than pitch MMN (e.g., Michie, 2001; Umbricht
and Krljes, 2005). Despite this difference, we still found a significant
relationship between MMN and pitch-based affective prosody items,
suggesting that a pervasive preattentive auditory impairment under-
lies affective prosody dysfunction in schizophrenia. However, our use
of duration MMNwith pitch-oddball P300 could explain the lack of an
association between these two ERPs. Leitman et al. (2010b), using
pitch deviants for both MMN and P300, did find these components
correlated in schizophrenia.
The study has several limitations. First, our groups were not
matched on parental education. However, this variable was not corre-
lated with our primary outcome variables (MMN, P300, affective
prosody) and we were mainly interested in relationships between
affective prosody and auditory processing within the patient group.
Second, our sample consisted of chronic patients who were receiving
antipsychotic medications at the time of testing, which raises the ques-
tion of whether our results generalize to a recent-onset or unmedicated
sample. Our patients showed substantial MMN and P300 amplitude
reductions despite the suggestion that some second-generation anti-
psychotics may improve these ERPs (Korostenskaja and Kahkonen,
2009; Horton et al., 2011). Moreover, chronicity did not account for
our findings as there were no significant associations between illness
duration and ERP or behavioral measures. Third, we did not examine
patterns of correlations within healthy controls because we had fewer
controls than patients. Fourth, the sample size of our patient group
was relatively small, which could have contributed to our failure to
replicate the previously reported relationship between tone matching
and affective prosody (e.g., Kantrowitz et al., 2011; Gold et al., 2012).

In summary, our results are consistent with a cascademodel inwhich
perceptual processes lead to social cognitive abilities (e.g., Javitt, 2009).
Early and late auditory ERPs independently contributed to the ability to
recognize emotions from voice tone. Hence, both relatively automatic
pre-attentive processes (i.e., MMN) and later attention-dependent
processes (i.e., P300) appear to be needed for accurate auditory emotion
identification. Bottom-up cognitive remediation strategies that target
basic auditory processes (e.g., Adcock et al., 2009; Dale et al., 2010)
would be expected to lead to improvements in this important aspect of
social cognition.
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